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Highlights: 19 

 The first emergency response to a major earthquake with DAS proves great 20 

potential for aftershock monitoring. 21 

 Application of template matching to DAS detects six-fold aftershocks more than 22 

the standard SCSN catalog. 23 

 The enhanced catalog reveals markedly active aftershocks on the crosscutting 24 

faults near the M 6.4 and M 7.1 epicenters. 25 

  26 
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Abstract 27 

Emergency response after a major earthquake often produces critical 28 

seismological data for characterization of postseismic process. Taking advantage of pre-29 

existing optical fibers, the recently emerging distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) 30 

technology can establish real-time ultra-dense seismic arrays within hours, which 31 

provides unprecedented response speed and sensor coverage. Here we present the first 32 

example of such a rapid response system based on four city-scale telecommunication 33 

fiber optic networks for the 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake in California. By applying 34 

a template matching technique to the Ridgecrest array, we detected 6 times more 35 

aftershocks than the standard catalog within the three-month period. The enhanced 36 

catalog reveals abundant aftershocks on multiple crosscutting faults near the epicenters of 37 

the mainshock and the M 6.4 foreshock. Given the widespread fiber optic networks 38 

around the world, DAS have the potential to deliver fast and high-resolution aftershock 39 

monitoring and promote better understanding of earthquake physics.  40 

 41 

Plain language 42 

After a large earthquake occurs, geophysicists take emergency response to deploy 43 

instruments around the source region in order to monitor the ongoing seismic hazards. 44 

The response speed and sensor density are key factors that impact on our capability of 45 

collecting critical measurements right after the mainshock. The recently emerging 46 

distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) technology can take advantage of pre-existing optical 47 

fibers to establish real-time ultra-dense seismic arrays within hours. We present the first 48 

example of such a rapid response system based on four city-scale telecommunication 49 

fiber optic networks for the 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake in California. From the 50 

Ridgecrest DAS array, we show that abundant aftershocks on multiple crosscutting faults 51 

near the epicenters of the mainshock and the M 6.4 foreshock. Because fiber optic 52 

networks are widespread around the world, DAS can be potentially a transformative tool 53 

for rapid aftershock monitoring and contribute to better understanding of earthquake 54 

physics. 55 

 56 

  57 
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Introduction 58 

A large earthquake is usually followed by numerous aftershocks which reflect 59 

rapidly evolving postseismic processes. Significant aftershocks may cause secondary 60 

hazards for buildings and infrastructure that are already weakened by the mainshock. At 61 

small odds (typically 5%), a more destructive event could occur in the “aftershock” 62 

sequence, posing one of the biggest challenges in real-time seismic hazard forecasting 63 

(Gulia & Wiemer, 2019; Reasenberg & Jones, 1990; Roeloffs & Goltz, 2017). Close 64 

monitoring and high-resolution characterization of aftershock sequences is therefore 65 

important for tracking temporal evolution of subsequent earthquake hazards and 66 

improving our understanding of earthquake physics and postseismic deformation. 67 

While regional and global permanent seismic networks have been successful in 68 

monitoring moderate to large earthquakes, their spatial coverages are often insufficient 69 

near large earthquakes to monitor the aftershocks in high resolution. As a result, rapid 70 

deployment of near-field seismic instruments in response to large earthquakes is 71 

essential. Speed and coverage are two key factors for such deployment campaigns. Since 72 

post-seismic processes tend to decay rapidly after the mainshock, any delay in 73 

deployment could lead to an irreversible loss of critical measurements. Further, poor 74 

spatial sampling of seismic wavefields can impact the detection capability for small 75 

earthquakes as well as the estimation accuracy of various source parameters.  76 

Traditionally, broadband and short-period seismometers are used in earthquake 77 

rapid responses and have achieved great success in advancing our knowledge about 78 

aftershock processes. The deployment logistics, however, are burdensome and require a 79 

relatively large team, which limits the array density and response speed. In the last 80 

decade, standalone nodal sensors that integrate memory storage and battery have become 81 

common for rapid response (Beskardes et al., 2019; Catchings et al., 2020; Pankow et al., 82 

2021). Thanks to  their easy installation, nodes allow earthquake monitoring with a 83 

massive number of sensors (also known as large-N) for the first time (Inbal et al., 2015; 84 

Inbal et al., 2016; Li, 2018; Fan & McGuire, 2018). Recently, distributed acoustic 85 

sensing (DAS) has emerged as another novel technology to obtain massive numbers of 86 

seismic sensors at relatively low cost (Lindsey et al., 2017; Zhan, 2020). DAS can 87 

transform an optical fiber into thousands of meter-spaced seismic sensors by measuring 88 
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the backscattered light from fiber impurities. Recent applications have demonstrated that 89 

DAS can record high-fidelity wavefields of local and regional earthquakes (Li & Zhan, 90 

2018; Lindsey et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018).  91 

Here we present the first example of using DAS for earthquake rapid response 92 

after the 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest event (Figure 1). The Ridgecrest earthquake occurred on 93 

2019 July 6 at UTC 03:19:53, preceded by an M 6.4 foreshock. In the days following the 94 

earthquake, we accessed multiple pre-existing telecommunication fiber optic cables 95 

around the source region and deployed four DAS units to convert a total of 55 km cables 96 

into a network with over 6000 seismic sensors. To demonstrate the monitoring capability 97 

of DAS, here we focus on the Ridgecrest DAS array given its unique location near the 98 

aftershock zone. The Ridgecrest DAS array started recording four days after the M 7.1 99 

event and was operated until 2019 October 4. It is based on a 10-km long optical fiber in 100 

the City of Ridgecrest, and the eastern terminus is about 10 km from the aftershock zone 101 

(Figure 1). The array contains 1250 channels with 8 m spacing, and the three-month 102 

operation results in a  20 TB total data set. It recorded high-fidelity wavefields of the 103 

Ridgecrest aftershocks which exhibit unprecedented details of the scattering waves 104 

(Figure 1c). These high-resolution near-source recordings provide a unique opportunity 105 

to investigate detailed aftershock patterns.  106 

 107 

Enhanced aftershock monitoring with DAS 108 

We apply template matching to the DAS data to detect small events missing in the 109 

standard Southern California Seismic Network (SCSN) catalog (Figure S1) (Peng & 110 

Zhao, 2009; Ross  et al., 2019). Li & Zhan (2018) applied template matching to the 111 

PoroTomo DAS array in the Brady Hot Spring geothermal field and detected events well 112 

below noise level, thanks to the cross-correlation stacking from a massive number of 113 

channels. Here, we use 22,465 aftershocks from the SCSN catalog during the same period 114 

of time as template candidates. They are screened with SNR>5 dB on at least 200 DAS 115 

channels, which results in 9,318 high-quality templates. Cross-correlation of the 116 

templates with the continuous data leads to about 37 million hourly traces averaged over 117 

the array. Using a peak threshold of 10 times median absolute deviation above the 118 
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median noise level, we detected 133,453 events, which are 6 times more than those in the 119 

SCSN catalog (Figure 2).  120 

Likely due to the high traffic noise intensity near the fiber path, the signals for 121 

M<2 events on individual channels are in general below the noise floor (Figure S2). To 122 

calibrate the magnitude for the newly detected small events, we compare with  nearby 123 

broadband seismometers. While the small events are usually not detected by multiple 124 

broadband stations to be in the catalog, they are mostly visible at 1 or 2 stations. The 125 

calibration procedure follows Shelly (2020) based on amplitude ratio of body waves 126 

between the templates and the newly detected events. The results show that the 127 

magnitudes of most newly detected events are M -1~M 1 (Figure 2). We do not relocate 128 

the new events like other broadband template matching applications (Ross, et al., 2019; 129 

Shelly, 2020) due to the limited azimuth coverage of the DAS array. Instead, we assign 130 

the template event locations to the newly detected events, given that previous studies 131 

have shown their locations are likely near the templates that detected them (Meng & 132 

Peng, 2014; Peng & Zhao, 2009; Ross et al., 2019). 133 

From the enhanced catalog, we observe significantly higher rates of aftershocks in 134 

the northwest terminus and the middle segment of the M 7.1 rupture (Figure 2d). 135 

Previous template-matching catalogs (Ross et al., 2019; Shelly, 2020) also showed that 136 

the northwest terminus are particularly active and likely have multiple sets of shallow 137 

orthogonal faults (Figure S3). Around the middle segment of the M 7.1 rupture, there 138 

exist several tightly-spaced southwest striking faults that are perpendicular to the M 7.1 139 

rupture but subparallel to the SW limb of the M 6.4 rupture (Shelly, 2020). These 140 

crosscutting faults primarily extend to the southwest side of the main rupture. In our DAS 141 

catalog, we are able to recover many more events on these crosscutting faults (Figure S3), 142 

thanks to the DAS’s proximity to the section. By accounting the number of events along 143 

the main rupture, these faults show up as spikes on the histogram (Figure 2d). This 144 

indicates that the cross-cutting faults produce a large fraction of aftershock activities, 145 

likely suggesting a higher rate of aftershock production than the average rate along the 146 

main fault. It remains unclear whether or not this is a combined effect with the relatively 147 

large stress drop of the M 7.1 event (Wang & Zhan, 2020) and fresh activation of the 148 

cross-cutting faults during and/or after the mainshock (Shelly, 2020). 149 
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 150 

Impact factors of DAS in earthquake rapid response 151 

The massive number of DAS channels allows us to recover numerous small 152 

aftershocks in the Ridgecrest earthquake rupture zone, demonstrating the great potential 153 

of DAS in earthquake rapid response. However, various factors impact DAS’s detection 154 

capability and need to be considered in future array design and data processing (Figures 3 155 

and 4). For example, mostly due to the decay of signals, the Ridgecrest DAS array has 156 

optimal detection capability (DAS/SCSN event ratio>5) within about 20 km from the 157 

array center (Figure 3a). Given the linear geometry of the Ridgecrest DAS array, the 158 

directional sensitivity of DAS further affects the aftershock SNRs (Benioff, 1935; Zhan, 159 

2020). To examine its effect on earthquake detectability, we measure the SNRs of the 160 

aftershocks to the north (back azimuth from -10 to 20) and the southeast (back azimuth 161 

from 80 to 130) (Figure 3b) with similar magnitudes (M2-M3.5) and epicentral distance 162 

(20-35 km). Figure 4c shows that the SNRs of P and S waves from the southeast are 163 

systematically higher than those from the north, consistent with theoretical prediction that 164 

waves perpendicular to DAS arrays have minimal amplitudes. The directional earthquake 165 

detection capability of DAS needs to be taken into account in rapid responses when 166 

possible, for example by using sections of cable with changing orientations. 167 

The detection capability is also modulated temporally by cultural noise near the 168 

fiber path (Figure 4). The Ridgecrest DAS array was along a major road (U.S. Route 395 169 

Business/West Inyokern Road) and recorded the strong traffic noise (Wang et al., 2020). 170 

The diurnal variations of traffic noise significantly modulated the DAS earthquake 171 

detection capability. In the first week of August, for example, there are 100~200 events 172 

per hour detected at night, but only ~50 events per hour during the daytime, anti-173 

correlated with the noise amplitude (Figure 4b). This change at a factor of 2 to 4 is much 174 

larger than that of the SCSN network (Atef et al., 2009), because optical fibers in cities 175 

are much closer to human and industrial activities than the SCSN stations. Spectral 176 

analysis of the hourly event counts against the hourly DAS noise amplitudes shows not 177 

only the 24 hour periodicity but also other human-related periodicities, e.g. weekly, 12 178 

hour, and 8 hour. These periodicities further demonstrate the high impact of cultural 179 

noise on DAS detectability. 180 
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 181 

Discussion 182 

In response to the 2019 M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake, we took advantage of the 183 

pre-existing telecommunication fiber optic networks to rapidly build aftershock 184 

monitoring systems in the vicinity of the sequence. We detected numerous small 185 

aftershocks on the DAS recordings, six times more than those in the standard SCSN 186 

catalog. The improved catalog reveals many more aftershocks on the secondary 187 

southwest-striking faults cross-cutting the middle segment of the main rupture (Ross et 188 

al., 2019; Shelly, 2020), suggesting these unusually active small faults may take up a 189 

significant proportion in the aftershock population. Using the Ridgecrest array, we 190 

evaluate multiple factors that affect DAS’s detectability, including proximity to the 191 

aftershock zone, anthropogenic noise near the fiber path, and azimuth dependence of 192 

body wave amplitude. As the first attempt, the Ridgecrest DAS arrays will serve as a 193 

useful reference for future DAS rapid response campaigns.  194 

For rapid response, DAS has several outstanding advantages over traditional 195 

seismometers  (Figure 5). First, DAS provides large-N monitoring capability (e.g. 196 

Catchings et al., 2020) with meter-scale spacing and unaliased recording of the higher 197 

frequency wavefields. Second, DAS can take advantage of the widespread inland and 198 

offshore fiber optic networks for rapid response. Without the need to deploy cables from 199 

scratch, installation of DAS can be as convenient as connecting a DAS interrogator unit 200 

to fiber terminus and power supply, which requires minimal logistics. Transportation and 201 

deployment of a large number of conventional seismometers or nodal sensors requires a 202 

relatively large team and days of time, whereas DAS can be installed by a two-person 203 

team within hours, as demonstrated in our Ridgecrest response. Swift DAS response to 204 

major earthquakes could be critical to preserve perishable information soon after the 205 

mainshock. Third, data from the DAS channels distributed over tens of kilometers along 206 

cable are all processed and collected at the terminal DAS system, allowing efficient 207 

telemetry. This makes DAS the only large-N technology that can track the real-time 208 

evolution of aftershock sequences. 209 

With the advantages in sensor density, response speed, and real-time telemetry, 210 

DAS can be combined with other technologies to maximize the capability of rapid 211 
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response systems (Figure 5). First, as shown in the Ridgecrest example, city-based fiber 212 

optic networks are often along major roads, resulting in elevated noise level and strong 213 

diurnal noise fluctuation (Figure 4). In comparison, the locations of standalone 214 

seismometers can be carefully chosen to keep away from anthropogenic sources. 215 

Therefore, complementing DAS with standalone seismometers may reduce the impact 216 

from cultural noise. Especially, the quiet seismometers can provide high-fidelity 217 

amplitude information for the very small events, which enables magnitude calibration of 218 

the small events detected by DAS. In addition, limited by the decay of backscattered 219 

signals, so far a single DAS array cannot extend beyond 50 km, which is insufficient to 220 

cover aftershock zones of large events. On the other hand, nodal and conventional 221 

seismometers can be scattered around to form broader apertures. Hence, it could be 222 

preferable to deploy DAS near critical zones, such as faults, for high-resolution 223 

observations, and scatter seismometers around for wide-azimuth coverage. Third, similar 224 

to nodal sensors and short-period seismometers, DAS is most sensitive at high 225 

frequencies (~ 5 Hz), even though some teleseismic waves up to tens of seconds can be 226 

recorded (Lindsey et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2019). Broadband seismometers can be used to 227 

complement the bandwidth to help determination of various source parameters, such as 228 

magnitude and focal mechanisms. Therefore, integration of multiple types of instruments 229 

could be essential to build a well-rounded rapid response system. 230 

Given the fact that fiber optic networks are pervasive around the world, the use of 231 

DAS as a standard rapid response means appears to be attractive. Especially, populated 232 

areas in high risk of seismic hazards (e.g. Los Angeles, San Francisco, Tokyo) also tend 233 

to have rich optical fiber resources, making DAS response possible for the most 234 

hazardous events. With the equipment and fiber access prepared ahead of time, 235 

seismologists can act quickly to set up a high-resolution monitoring system possibly less 236 

than a day for close tracking of aftershock evolution. Taking together the large-N nature, 237 

minimal response time, capability for real-time operation, as well as the rich fiber 238 

resources around the world, DAS is a promising addition to modern rapid response 239 

systems and has the potential to promote an improved understanding of earthquake 240 

processes. 241 

 242 
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Figures 345 

 346 

Fig 1. Rapid response with DAS based on city-scale optic fiber networks to the 2019 347 

M 7.1 Ridgecrest earthquake. a Map of aftershocks (black dots) and DAS arrays (red 348 

lines) started after the Ridgecrest earthquake. Two stars mark the locations of the M 7.1 349 

and M 6.4 events. Light gray lines represent the major faults in the region. b Timeline of 350 

the DAS array operation during the aftershock sequence in the Southern California 351 

Earthquake Data Center (SCEDC) catalog. c The Ridgecrest DAS recordings of the 352 

wavefield of an M 3.9 aftershock on July 27, 2020 (SCEDC event id 38653975). 353 

Channels are sorted from China Lake Acres (western terminus) to Ridgecrest (eastern 354 

terminus). 355 

  356 
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 357 

 358 

Fig 2. Aftershock sequence improved by template matching on the Ridgecrest DAS 359 

array. a Aftershock temporal sequence from cataloged events (blue dots) and newly 360 

detected events from DAS (red dots). Only the ones with calibrated magnitude are 361 

shown. b Magnitude distribution of cataloged (blue) and newly detected events with 362 

calibrated magnitude (red). c The number of new detections per template, with both 363 

magnitude calibrated and uncalibrated considered. Dot size is logarithmically 364 

proportional to the detections. Black dashed line mark the cross faults following the 365 

illustration by Shelly (2020). d Histogram of newly detected events along the main fault. 366 
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 369 

 370 

Fig. 3. The impact of distance and back azimuth on DAS detection capability. a 371 

Ratio of detected events on DAS to the SCSN cataloged events in 1 km bin size. The 372 

circle marks the range of 20 km from the DAS center. b Comparison of P and S wave 373 

SNR of events from the north and southeast (boxes in A). The dots represent individual 374 

events, color coded by SNR, which are used to interpolate the background colormap. In 375 

similar ranges of magnitude and distance, the southeastern events have higher SNR than 376 

the northern ones, demonstrating the azimuth-dependent effect on DAS. 377 

 378 
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 379 

Fig. 4. The impact of near-fiber traffic noise on DAS detection capability. a Hourly 380 

detected events (blue) and hourly average noise amplitude (red) over the three month 381 

recording period. b Zoom-in plot for the first week of August 2019, showing anti-382 

correlation between detected events (blue) and noise amplitude (red). c Amplitude spectra 383 

of hourly event counts (blue) and SCSN cataloged events (gray), and the hourly average 384 

noise (red). Both noise spectrum and DAS event spectrum shows periodicity around 1 385 
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week , 24 hour, 12 hour and 8 hour, demonstrating the impact of noise on earthquake 386 

detectability.  387 

 388 

 389 

 390 

 391 

Fig. 5. Comparison of seismic instruments for earthquake rapid response, scored in 392 

terms of response speed, sensor density, real-time telemetry, quiescence, bandwidth, 393 

and array aperture. Conventional sensors, including broadband and short-period 394 

seismometers, are advantageous in frequency bandwidth and station quiescence but 395 

disadvantageous in response speed and sensor density. Nodal sensors can provide ultra-396 

dense and wide coverage and relatively fast response, but cannot operate in real-time due 397 

to battery and storage limitation. DAS provides densest coverage, fastest response time, 398 

and capability for real-time telemetry, thus would be a beneficial addition to rapid 399 

response systems. 400 


